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VALUATION AND RISK MANAGEMENT IN THE NORWEGIAN
ELECTRICITY MARKET
P. BJERKSUND, H. RASMUSSEN, AND G. STENSLAND
Abstract. The purpose of this paper is two-fold: Firstly, we analyze option
value approximation of traded options in the presence of a volatility term
structure. The options are identied as: \European" (written on the forward
price of a future ow delivery); and (ii) Asian. Both types are in fact written
on (arithmetic) price averages. Secondly, adopting a 3-factor model for market
risk which is compatible with the valuation results, we discuss risk manage-
ment in the electricity market within the Value at Risk concept. The analysis
is illustrated by numerical cases from the Norwegian electricity derivatives
market.
1. Introduction
Historical time series, implicit volatilities of quoted option prices, as well as
the experience of professional traders and brokers, clearly indicate the presence of
a volatility term structure in the Norwegian electricity derivatives market. The
purpose of this paper is to analyse the implications of this volatility term struc-
ture for: (i) valuation of the most frequently traded options; and (ii) market risk
management.
Our starting point is to represent the electricity forward market at date t by a
forward price function f(t; T ), which may be interpreted as the forward price at
date t of a hypothetical contract with delivery at date T (i.e., with an innitese-
mal delivery period). In the electricity forward market, the underlying quantity is
delivered as a ow during a specic future time period. This contract may be in-
terpreted as a portfolio of hypothetical single-delivery contracts, hence the forward
price follows from the function f(t; T ) by no-arbitrage.
Assuming lognormality, we represent the uncertainty in the forward market at
date t by a volatility function (   t; T   t), which corresponds to the Black'76
implicit volatility of a European option with time to exercise    t written on the
future forward price f(t; T ) with time to delivery T   t.
However, the traded \European" electricity option is written on the forward
price of a contract with delivery as a constant ow during a specic future time
period. Following Kemna and Vorst (1990), we adopt the Black'76 concept for
approximating the option value, and obtain the theoretical forward price as well as
an approximated plug-in volatility.
The traded Asian option is written on the average spot price observed during
a specic period. The exercise date of the option typically coincides with the last
observation date. We obtain the theoretical forward price and the Black'76 plug-in
volatility.
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Next, we turn to risk management within the Value at Risk concept. The idea
of Value at Risk is to quantify the downside risk of the future market value of a
given portfolio at a chosen horizon date. We represent the market risk by a 3-factor
model which is compatible with our forward price dynamics assumption. We use
Monte Carlo simulation in order to generate the probability distribution of the
future portfolio market price.
The advantage of integrating valuation and risk management is: (i) the market
risk exposure of a future position is consistent with the current forward and option
prices; and (ii) we may use our option valuation approximation results to calculate
conditional future option values.
2. The model
2.1. The forward market. Research on valuation of commodity derivatives and
management of commodity market risk has been an expanding area within nance
during the last decade. At the same time, the use of various bilateral OTC ar-
rangements in the industry has increased, and new commodity derivatives have
been introduced in the nancial market place.
For many commodities, the forward prices indicate a non-constant convenience
yield (e.g., seasonal pattern). Moreover, the commodity option market prices clearly
indicate that the constant volatility assumption of Black'76 is violated for most
commodities. Typically the implicit volatility a decreasing and convex function of
time to maturity.
Gibson and Schwartz (1990) develop a two-factor model for oil derivatives, where
the commodity spot price is geometric Brownian, and the instantaneous conve-
nience yield rate follows a mean-reverting Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. Within this
model, closed form solutions exist for the forward price as well as European calls
(see Bjerksund (1991) and Jamshidian and Fein (1990)). Hilliard and Reis (1998)
investigate several alternative models, including the case where the spot price is a
mixed jump-diusion process. For a survey on alternative models for valuation and
hedning, see Schwartz (1997).
Models where assumptions on spot price and convenience yield dynamics are
starting points will typically predict forward prices which are dierent from the
ones observed in the market. Using the general Heath, Jarrow, and Morton (1992)
approach, Milterson and Schwartz (1998) develop a general framework for com-
modity derivatives valuation and risk management with stochastic interest rates as
well as stochastic convenience yield. This model can be calibrated to the current
forward market. In their Gaussian special case the call option value essentially boils
down to a generalised version of Black'76.
Our model assumptions may be considered as a special case of the gaussian
Miltersen-Schwartz model. Complicating the picture in the case of electricity
derivatives, however, is the fact that the physical "underlying asset" is a constant
ow received during a specic time period, rather than one "bulk" delivery at a
specic date.
Turning to our model, we represent the forward market at date t by a continuous
forward price function, where f(t; T ) denotes the forward price at date t on a
contract with delivery at date T  t. Consider a forward contract with delivery
date T , and assume the following forward price dynamics at date t  T (with
respect to the risk-adjusted martingale probability measure)
df(t; T )
f(t; T )
=

a
T   t+ b
+ c

dW

(t); (1)
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where a, b, and c are positive constants, and dW

(t) is the increment of a standard
Brownian motion with expectation E

t
[dW

(t)] = 0 and Var

t
[dW

(t)] = dt. By
construction, the expectation of Eq. (1) is zero with respect to the martingale
measure.
The above corresponds to the forward price of this contract at the future date
 2 [t; T ] being lognormal, and given by the following stochastic integral
f(; T ) = f(t; T )
exp
(
Z

t

a
T   s+ b
+ c

dW

(s) 
1
2
Z

t

a
T   s+ b
+ c

2
ds
)
:
Observe that E

t
[1

f(; T )] = f(t; T ), which conrms that the forward price is a
martingale with respect to the -probability measure.
Now, consider a hypothetical European call option with time to exercise    t,
written on the future forward price f(; T ) on a contract with time to delivery T t.
It follows from the literature (see, e.g., Harrison and Kreps (1979) and Harrison
and Pliska (1981)) that the market value of the option can be represented by the
expected (using the martingale measure) discounted (using the riskless rate) future
pay-o. With the future forward price being lognormal, the call value is given by
the Black'76 formula
V
t
h
1

(f(; T ) K)
+
i
= E

t
h
e
 r( t)
(f(; T ) K)
+
i
= e
 r( t)
f(t; T )N(d
1
)  e
 r( t)
KN(d
2
); (2)
where N() is the standard normal cumulative probability function,
d
1

ln(f(t; T )=K) +
1
2

2
(   t)

p
   t
; (3)
d
2
 d
1
  
p
   t; (4)
 
s
Var

t

ln

f(; T )
f(t; T )

=(   t): (5)
Observe that the key input of Black'76 is: (i) the forward price at date t of the
underlying asset f(t; T ); and (ii) the uncertainty of the underlying asset, represented
by the volatility .
The assumed dynamics translates into the volatility  being a function of time
to exercise (of the option),    t, and time to delivery (of the underlying forward),
T   t, and given by
 = (   t; T   t)
=
s
Var

t

ln

f(; T )
f(t; T )

=(   t); (6)
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where
1
Var

t

ln

f(; T )
f(t; T )

= Var

t

Z
s=
s=t
df(s; T )
f(s; T )

(7)
=

a
2
T   s+ b
  2ac ln(T   s+ b) + c
2
s

s=
s=t
:
In the following, we represent the forward market at date t by the forward price
function f(t; T ) and the volatility function (   t; T   t).
3. European option
3.1. Forward on a ow delivery. In the electricity forward market, the under-
lying physical commodity is delivered during a specic time period [T
1
; T
2
] as a
constant ow (at a rate of (T
2
 T
1
)
 1
units per year). We observe delivery periods
on contracts ranging from one day to one year, depending on the remaining time
to delivery of the contract.
We represent the forward market at date t by the forward price function f(t; s),
t  s  T . By value additivity, the market value at date t of receiving one unit of
the commodity from dates T
1
to T
2
(at a rate of 1=(T
2
  T
1
)) is simply
V
t
"
Z
T
2
T
1
1
s
f(s; s)
T
2
  T
1
ds
#
=
Z
T
2
T
1
e
 r(s t)
f(t; s)
T
2
  T
1
ds; (8)
where t  T
1
< T
2
. In a rational market, the forward price F (t; T
1
; T
2
) is deter-
mined such that the market value at date t of the payments equals the righthand
side of the equation just above. Indeed, in the hypothetical case of up-front payment
at date t, the forward price would coincide with the righthand side just above.
Now, suppose that the forward price is paid as a constant cash ow stream during
the delivery period (at a rate of F (t; T
1
; T
2
)=(T
2
 T
1
) per time unit). At date t, the
net market value of entering the contract is zero, leading to the following forward
price
F (t; T
1
; T
2
) =
Z
T
2
T
1
w(s; r)f(t; s)ds; (9)
where
w(s; r) =
e
 rs
R
T
2
T
1
e
 rs
ds
: (10)
Consequently, the forward price F (t; T
1
; T
2
) may be interpreted as the average of
the forward prices f(t; s) over the delivery period [T
1
; T
2
], with respect to the weight
function
2
which reects the time value of money.
3.2. Call option valuation. The European calls which are traded in the elec-
tricity derivatives market are typically written on a forward price. In particular,
consider a European call option written on the pay-o F (; T
1
; T
2
) with strike K
and exercise date   T
1
. Observe that the exercise date of the option precedes the
delivery period of the underlying forward contract.
1
To establish the rst equality, apply Ito's lemma
Var

t

ln

f(; T )
f(t; T )

= Var

t
"
Z
s=
s=t

df(s; T )
f(s; T )

 
Z
s=
s=t
1
2

df(s; T )
f(s; T )

2
#
;
insert the assumed forward price dynamics, and observe that the second integral is deterministic
as of date t. The second equality follows from the fact that Brownian motions have independent
increments across time.
2
Observe that w(s; r) > 08s 2 [T
1
; T
2
] and
R
T
2
T
1
w(s; r)ds = 1.
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Following Kemna and Vorst (op.cit.), we approximate the option value within the
Black'76 framework. We have already obtained the theoretical forward price of the
underlying uncertain pay-o, F (t; T
1
; T
2
). In addition, we need an approximated
volatility parameter. Approximate the forward price dynamics for t  T
1
by
3
dF (t; T
1
; T
2
)
F (t; T
1
; T
2
)

Z
s=T
2
s=T
1
1
T
2
  T
1
df(t; s)
f(t; s)
ds
=

a
T
2
  T
1
ln

T
2
  t+ b
T
1
  t+ b

+ c

dW

(t): (11)
Next, obtain the approximated variance
Var

t

ln

F (; T
1
; T
2
)
F (t; T
1
; T
2

= Var

t

Z

t
dF (s; T
1
; T
2
)
F (s; T
1
; T
2
)
ds

=

a
T
2
  T
1

2
Z

t

ln
T
2
  s+ b
T
1
  s+ b

2
ds (12)
+
2ac
T
2
  T
1
Z

t
ln
T
2
  s+ b
T
1
  s+ b
ds+ c
2
Z

t
ds;
where the rst and the second integrals are
Z

t

ln
T
2
  s+ b
T
1
  s+ b

2
ds =
h
(x+ ) (ln(x + ))
2
  2(x+ ) ln(x+ ) ln(x  )
+4a ln(2) ln

x  
2

  4dilog

x+ 
2

(13)
+(x  ) (ln(x  ))
2
  4
i
X()
X(t)
;
Z

t
ln
T
2
  s+ b
T
1
  s+ b
ds = [(x+ ) ln(x+ )
 (x  ) ln(x   )  2]
X()
X(t)
; (14)
where we dene
 
1
2
(T
2
  T
1
); (15)
X(s)  b+
1
2
(T
2
+ T
1
)  s; (16)
and where the dilogarithm function is dened by
4
dilog (x) =
Z
x
1
ln(s)
1  s
ds where x  0 (17)
see, e.g., Abramowitz and Stegun (1972).
Now, consider a European call option with exercise date  written on the forward
price F (; T
1
; T
2
), where t <   T
1
< T
2
The option value at date t can now
3
The approximation proceeds in the following two steps
dF (t; T
1
; T
2
)
F (t; T
1
; T
2
)

Z
s=T
2
s=T
1
w(s; r)
df(t; s)
f(t; s)
ds 
Z
s=T
2
s=T
1
w(s; 0)
df(t; s)
f(t; s)
ds:
4
The function is approximated numerically by
dilog (x) =
8
<
:
P
n
k=1
(x 1)
k
k
2
for 0  x  1
 
1
2
(ln(x))
2
 
P
n
k=1
((1=x) 1)
k
k
2
for x > 1
where n is a suÆciently large positive integer.
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be approximated by Black'76, using the forward price F (t; T
1
; T
2
) above and the
volatility parameter v
E
v
E
 v
E
(   t; T
1
  t; T
2
  t)
=
s
Var

t

ln

F (; T
1
; T
2
)
F (t; T
1
; T
2
)

=(   t) (18)
The volatility parameter v
E
associated with the European option is a function of
the time to maturity of the option (   t), the time to start of delivery (T
1
  t),
and the time to stop of delivery (T
2
  t).
4. Asian option
Asian options are written on the average spot price observed during a specic pe-
riod [T
1
; T
2
], with exercise date   T
2
. With continuous sampling, the (arithmetic)
average of the spot prices f(s; s) observed from T
1
to T
2
is dened by
A(T
1
; T
2
) 
Z
T
2
T
1
1
T
2
  T
1
f(s; s)ds: (19)
We are interested in evaluating a call option with strike K and exercise date T
2
,
written on the arithmetic average A(T
1
; T
2
). For simplicity, we deal with the case of
t  T
1
rst. With the future spot prices being lognormal, there is no known proba-
bility distribution for the arithmetic average. Within the Black'76 framework, the
option value approximation problem boils down to nding the theoretical forward
price and a reasonable volatility parameter.
Now, it follows from the martingale property of forward prices that the forward
price on a contract written on (the cash equivalent of) A(T
1
; T
2
) with delivery at
date T
2
is
F
t
[A(T
1
; T
2
)] = E

t
"
Z
T
2
T
1
1
T
2
  T
1
f(s; s)ds
#
=
Z
T
2
T
1
1
T
2
  T
1
f(t; s)ds: (20)
Observe that the forward price F
t
[A(T
1
; T
2
)] simply is the (equally weighted) arith-
metic average of the current forward prices over the sampling period [T
1
; T
2
]. This
forward price may be interpreted as the cost replicating this contract in the market.
5
Turning to the Black'76 volatility parameter, approximate the dynamics of the
underlying forward price at date  2 [t; T
2
] by
dF

[A(T
1
; T
2
)]
F

[A(T
1
; T
2
)]

Z
s=T
2
s=maxft;T
1
g
1
T
2
  T
1
df(; s)
f(; s)
ds
=
8
<
:
n
a
T
2
 T
1
ln

T
2
 +b
T
1
 +b

+ c
o
dW

() when   T
1
n
a
T
2
 T
1
ln
 
T
2
 +b
b

+
T
2
 
T
2
 T
1
c
o
dW

() when  > T
1
(21)
5
Assume for the moment a discrete time model where the delivery period [T
1
; T
2
] is divided
into n time intervals of time lenght t. Consider the following strategy: At the evaluation date
t, buy e
 r(T
2
 (T
1
+it))
(1=n) units forward for each delivery T
1
+ i  t, i = 1; :::; n. As time
passes and the contracts are settled, invest (or nance) the proceeds at the riskless interest rate
r. At the delivery date   T
2
, the pay-o from the strategy is
P
n
i=1
(1=n)f(T
1
+ i t; T
1
+ i 
t) 
P
n
1=1
(1=n)f(t; T
1
+ i t) , where the rst term represents the desired spot price, and the
second (riskless) term may be interpreted as the forward price as of date t.
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Obtain the approximated variance by
Var

t

ln

A(T
1
; T
2
)
F
t
[A(T
1
; T
2
)]

= Var

t
"
Z
=T
2
=t
dF

[A(T
1
; T
2
)]
F

[A(T
1
; T
2
)]
ds
#
=

a
T
2
  T
1

2
Z
T
1
t

ln
T
2
   + b
T
1
   + b

2
d
+
2ac
T
2
  T
1
Z
T
1
t
ln
T
2
   + b
T
1
   + b
d + c
2
Z
T
1
t
d (22)
+

a
T
2
  T
1

2
Z
T
2
T
1

ln
T
2
   + b
b

2
d
+
2ac
T
2
  T
1
Z
T
2
T
1
ln
T
2
   + b
b
T
2
  
T
2
  T
1
d + c
2
Z
T
2
T
1

T
2
  
T
2
  T
1

2
d;
where the rst and the second integrals are evaluated by inserting  = T
2
in Eqs.
(13)-(16) above, and the fourth and the fth integrals are
Z
T
2
T
1

ln
T
2
   + b
b

2
d = b
h
y (ln(y))
2
  2y ln(y) + 2y
i
y
1
(23)
Z
T
2
T
1
ln

T
2
   + b
b

T
2
  
T
2
  T
1
d =
b
2

1
2
y
2
ln(y)  y ln(y) + y  
1
4
y
2

y
1
T
2
  T
1
(24)
where
y =
T
2
  T
1
+ b
b
: (25)
The Black'76 volatility parameter v
A
is now found by
v
A
 v
A
(T
1
  t; T
2
  t)
=
s
Var

t

ln

A(T
1
; T
2
)
F
t
[A(T
1
; T
2
)]

=(T
2
  t): (26)
Observe that the volatility parameter v
A
is a function of time to the rst sampling
date, T
1
  t, and time to the last sampling date, T
2
  t, where the latter coincides
with time to exercise of the option.
Next, consider the case where the option is evaluated within the sampling period,
i.e., T
1
< t  T
2
. It follows immediately from the denition of the arithmetic
average that
A(T
1
; T
2
) =
t  T
1
T
2
  T
1
A(T
1
; t) +
T
2
  t
T
2
  T
1
A(t; T
2
): (27)
Consequently, with T
1
< t  T
2
, the call option problem is equivalent to
V
t
h
1
T
2
(A(T
1
; T
2
) K)
+
i
=
T
2
  t
T
2
  T
1
V
t
h
1
T
2
(A(t; T
2
) K
0
)
+
i
; (28)
where
K
0

T
2
  T
1
T
2
  t
K  
t  T
1
T
2
  t
A(T
1
; t); (29)
i.e., a portfolio of
T
2
 t
T
2
 T
1
call options, each written on the average over the remain-
ing sampling period [t; T
2
] where the strike is adjusted for the already observed
prices. In the non-trivial case of K
0
> 0, the value of the adjusted option can be
evaluated by inserting T
1
= t and K = K
0
in the evaluation procedure above. In
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the degenerate case of K
0
 0, it will always be optimal to exercise the call, which
reduces the adjusted option to a forward with current value
V
t
h
1
T
2
(A(t; T
2
) K
0
)
+
i
= e
 r(T
2
 t)
 
(T
2
  t)
 1
Z
T
2
t
f(t; s)ds K
0
!
: (30)
5. Valuation : An example
5.1. Current term structure. The Nordic electricity market NORDPOOL con-
sists of several forward and futures contracts. The traded contract and their market
prices at December 15. 1999 are found in Exhibit 1.
Insert Exhibit 1 here
Based on the bid/ask prices, we construct a continuous forward price function.
The forward function is given by the smoothest function that prices all traded
contracts on NORDPOOL within the bid/ask spread. The forward price function
at December 15 1999 is represented by the continuous yellow curve in Figure 1.
Insert Figure 1 here.
The red horisontal lines in Figure 1 correspond to the quoted forward price of
each traded contract.
5.2. Volatility. The volatility in forward prices falls rapidly in this market. The
volatility on a single day delivery starting in one week might be 80 %, whereas a
similar delivery starting in 6 months will typically have less than 20 % immediate
volatility.
Insert Figure 2 here
Figure 2 shows the forward price function and the volatility curve at December
15 1999 for the following calendar year (i.e., 2000).
5.3. Contract valuation. In the following, we consider three valuation cases as
of December 15. 1999 . The rst case corresponds to the contract "FWYR-2000
Asian/M", see the rst line in Exhibit 2. The strike of the option is 120 and
the contract expires at December 31. 2000. The contract is subject to "monthly
settlements", which means that the contract represents a portfolio 12 monthly Asian
options, where each option is written on the monthly price average and settled at
the end of the month.
Insert Exhibit 2 here
The second case is a European put option with strike 120 and expiration date
December 31 1999, written on the forward price on the forward contract on delivery
from January 1. 2000 to June 30. 2000. The value of the option and the underlying
contract are found in lines 3 and 2 in Exhibit 2.
The third case is a European put option with strike 120 and expiration date June
30. 2000, written on the forward price on the forward contract on delivery from July
1. 2000 to December 31. 2000. The value of the option and the underlying contract
are found in lines 4 and 5.
Insert Exhibit 3 here
Exhibit 3 considers the rst case in more detail. Each line corresponds to an
Asian option with strike 120 written on a monthly price average with expiration at
the end of the month. Observe that as seen from December 15. 1999, the volatility
of the underlying monthly price average is a decreasing and convex function of the
delivery month (e.g., January 43.8 %; June 30.3 %; December 24.4 %). By value
additivity, the value of each monthly option adds up to the value of the quoted
contract (79,661.86 in Exhibit 2).
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6. Value at Risk
The idea of Value at Risk (VaR) is to focus on the downside market risk of a
given portfolio at a future horizon date. For a discussion on VaR, see Hull (1998)
and Jorion (1997).
Evidence suggests that even though a one-factor model may be adequate for val-
uation in a multi-factor environment, it typically performs poorly as a tool for risk
management (e.g., dynamic hedging). In the following, we discuss a three-factor
Value at Risk (VaR) model, which is consistent with the valuation and approxima-
tion results above following from Eq. (1) above.
In order to obtain a richer class of possible forward price functions, assume
the following forward price dynamics (with respect to the martingale probability
measure)
df(t; T )
f(t; T )
=
a
T   t+ b
dW

1
(t) +

2ac
T   t+ b

1
2
dW

2
(t) + cdW

3
(t); (31)
where a, b, and c are the positive constants from Eq. (1) above, and dW

1
(t),
dW

2
(t), and dW

3
(t) are increments of three uncorrelated standard Brownian mo-
tions. Observe that the instantanous dynamics of Eq. (31) just above is normal
with zero expectation and variance
Var

t

df(t; T )
f(t; T )

=
(

a
T   t+ b

2
+
2ac
T   t+ b
+ c
2
)
ds; (32)
which is consistent with the dynamics of Eq. (1) above.
It follows that the forward price function f(; T ) at the future date  is the
stochastic integral
f(; T ) = f(t; T ) exp
(
Z

t
a
T   s+ b
dW

1
(s) 
1
2
Z

t

a
T   s+ b

2
ds
)
exp
8
<
:
Z

t

2ac
T   s+ b

1
2
dW

2
(s) 
1
2
Z

t
2ac
T   s+ b
ds
9
=
;
(33)
exp

Z

t
c dW

3
(s) 
1
2
Z

t
c
2
ds

:
In addition, the forward market at the future date  is represented by the associated
Black'76 implicit volatility function (  ; T   ), where  2 [; T ] is the exercise
date of the option, and T   is the delivery date of the underlying forward.
Consider a portfolio of electricity derivatives at the future date  . The idea of
VaR is to analyse the downside properties of the probability distribution of the
future portfolio value. We apply the simulation methodology in order to generate
this probability distribution, from which Value at Risk can be calculated. The
procedure consists of the following steps (which are repeated): First, use a random
generator to draw a possible realisation for the future forward price function con-
sistent with Eq. (33) above. Second, use the above valuation and approximation
results to calculate the associated market value of each position, conditional on the
realised forward price function (as well as the future implicit Black'76 volatility
function). Thirdly, calculate the conditional market value of the portfolio (which
follows immediately from value additivity). Now, for a large number of iterations,
we approximate the probability distribution of the future portfolio value by the
histogram following from the simulation results.
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7. Value at Risk: An example
7.1. Price path simulations. Eq. (33) describes how the future forward price
function is simulated from current market information. The f(t; T ) function is the
forward price at time t for delivery at time T . The parameters a, b, and c are inputs
to the volatility function.
Insert Figure 3 here
In order to simulate possible price paths, we use Eq. (33) repeatedly. In Figure 3
we present 100 simulated week prices based on this model. In each simulated
path the following procedure is followed. First, the forward function next week is
simulated, integrating this curve from zero to 7 days gives the rst week price. Next
we use this new forward curve in combination with the volatility curve to obtain
the forward curve in the next step and so on. In this way we obtain the correct
and large short-term volatility in prices in addition to the much smaller volatility in
prices as seen from today. We observe that the simulation model gives a substantial
mean reversion in prices. This is in accordance with empirical data. The advantage
of this method is that current information about the volatility curve and the term
structure of prices is suÆcient to perform this simulation.
7.2. Value at Risk calculation. In the following, we focus on the downside risk
of a given nancial portfolio of forwards and options. Assume that we want a
probability distribution which represents the possible future market values of the
portfolio in one week. First we simulate the term structure starting in one week
using Eq. (33). For each simulation we nd the market value of all instruments
in the portfolio. By assigning equal probability to each simulation, this gives a
distribution of future market values.
Insert Figures 4, 5, and 6 here.
We have chosen a very simple example portfolio. It consists of a forward contract
for the rst 6 months in year 2000 and a put option with exercise date at the last
day of 1999, written on the same forward. The strike on the option is 120. Figure 4
gives the distribution in one week for the forward contract. Figure 5 gives the
similar information for the put option. In Figure 6 we give the statistics for the
total portfolio. The example illustrates the risk reduction eect from the option on
the total portfolio.
8. Conclusions
The purpose of this paper is to derive a decision support model for professionals
in the electricity market for valuation and risk management. The paper applies re-
sults and metods from nance, and incorporates the fact that electricity derivatives
are written on a commodity ow rather than a bulk delivery.
The electricity derivatives market is represented by a forward price function
following from the quoted prices on traded contracts. The market uncertainty is
modelled by a volatility function being a decreasing (and convex) function of time.
The paper presents value approximation results for "European" as well as Asian
call options. The 3-factor market risk management model presented in the paper is
compatible with these results, and can be used for quantitifying the future market
risk of given portfolios (including VaR).
Appendix
This appendix evaluates Eq. (12) above. Dene the new integration variable
x =
1
2
(T
2
  T
1
)   s with upper and lower limits X(t)  b +
1
2
(T
2
+ T
1
)   t and
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X()  b+
1
2
(T
2
+T
1
)   , and the constant  
1
2
(T
2
+T
1
), and write Eq. (12) as
Var
t

ln

F (; T
1
; T
2
)
F (t; T
1
; T
2

=

a
T
2
  T
1

2
Z
X(t)
X()

ln

x+ 
x  

2
ds
+
2ac
T
2
  T
1
Z
X(t)
X()
ln

x+ 
x  

ds+ c
2
(   t)
Observe that with b > 0 and t <   T
1
< T
2
, we have x +  > 0 and x    > 0
for x 2 [x; x] Now, use the following two results:
6
Z

ln

x+ 
x  

2
dx = (x+ ) (ln(x+ ))
2
  2(x+ ) ln(x+ ) ln(x  )
+4a ln(2) ln

x  
2

  4dilog

x+ 
2

+(x  ) (ln(x   ))
2
  4;
Z
ln

x+ 
x  

dx = (x+ ) ln(x+ )  (x  ) ln(x  )  2;
where
dilog(x) 
Z
x
1
ln(s)
1  s
ds:
Substitute the results into the variance expression, to obtain the desired result.
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Exhibit 1: Market prices 15.  December 1999
Figure 1: Forward prices
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Exhibit 2 : Contract valuation
Exhibit 3: Split of Asian option
Figure 3: Price path sim
ulation
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Figure 4 : Distribution for the  value of the forward contract first half of 2000 in one
week, NOK.
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Figure 5: Distribution for the value of a put option on the forward contract first half of
2000 in one week, strike equal 120, NOK.
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Figure 6: Distribution for the value of a portfolio consisting of one forward and one
put option, NOK.
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